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He was called to fulfill a mighty quest, filled with fierce battles.A quest to bring hope to the

kingdomâ€¦Having narrowly escaped death at the hands of the evil Shadow Warriors, Sir Gavin is

given a new name by the Prince to signify his new allegianceâ€“to the cause of the one he once

swore to kill. Called to share this message to everyone in the land of Arrethtrae, Sir Gavinaugh

takes up his sword and embarks on an epic journey.Winning hearts and minds with the power of his

words and his skill with a sword, Gavinaugh travels from one end of the kingdom to the other, telling

Outdwellers about the Prince, convincing them to join him. And though Gavinaugh is at times

beaten, thrown in prison, or stranded far from home, the Prince himself guides his words, his sword,

and his pilgrimage.Journey to Arrethtrae, where the King and His Son implement a bold plan to save

their kingdom; where courage, faith, and loyalty stand tall in the face of opposition; where good will

not bow to evilâ€“and the Princeâ€™s chosen messenger speaks boldly of his quest.
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Review written by 14 year old girl:Kingdom's Quest is a continuation of the Kingdom's Call story and

the fifth book in The Kingdom Series by Chuck Black. I almost felt like I was a real spectator to the

book with how much life was brought to the story through the full cast audio version. The music was

moving and the sound effects were incredible. Kingdom's Quest is my absolute favorite in the

kingdom series because of the love and passion for the Prince, the change of heart, the

forgiveness, a tournament, a dragon, and a romance you didn`t think possible. Sir Gavin was a

Noble Knight of Chessington and a tyrant to followers of the Prince. But when he meets the Prince



he is given a new heart, and new name, and a new mission. Sir Gavinaugh, Knight of the Prince is

to bring the good news of the Prince to all who will hear it. Because of his past, he has many

enemies and few who trust him. But with his faith in the Prince, he is ready for anything. Anything

except the anger and revenge lurking in the heart of the beautiful Keanna, a slave girl who suffers

from the aftermath of a choice Gavinaugh made as a tyrant. This is an marvelous retelling of the

story of Paul`s conversion. Saul was a Pharisee who imprisoned Jesus' followers. Gavin was a

Noble Knight who imprisoned followers of the Prince. Both had a change of heart and name and

preached the good news. This story is phenomenal, well dramatized, and my nonnegotiable favorite

book in The Kingdom Series. Andy Turvey and Dawn Marshall do a spectacular job narrating all

The Kingdom Series books and they did an exceptional job on Kingdom's Quest. The book was

clean, perfect for a person of any age, and outstandingly done!I only use 5 stars on books I buy for

my permanent library.
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